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Summary

The maintenance of tissue homeostasis is critically dependent on the function of tissue-resident 

immune cells and the differentiation capacity of tissue-resident stem cells (SCs). How immune 

cells influence the function of SCs is largely unknown. Regulatory T cells (Tregs) in skin 

preferentially localize to hair follicles (HFs), which house a major subset of skin SCs (HFSCs). 

Here, we mechanistically dissect the role of Tregs in HF and HFSC biology. Lineage-specific cell 

depletion revealed that Tregs promote HF regeneration by augmenting HFSC proliferation and 

differentiation. Transcriptional and phenotypic profiling of Tregs and HFSCs revealed that skin-

resident Tregs preferentially express high levels of the Notch ligand family member, Jagged 1 
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(Jag1). Expression of Jag1 on Tregs facilitated HFSC function and efficient HF regeneration. 

Taken together, our work demonstrates that Tregs in skin play a major role in HF biology by 

promoting the function of HFSCs.

Abstract

Introduction

Forkhead box P3 (FOXP3)-expressing regulatory T (Treg) cells are a specialized subset of 

CD4+ T cells that play a major role in establishing and maintaining immune tolerance. In 

the steady-state, the majority of these cells reside in primary and secondary lymphoid 

organs. However, subsets of Tregs stably reside in specific peripheral tissues, and an 

emerging body of literature suggests that tissue-resident Tregs have specialized functions 

that are unique to the tissues in which they reside. In visceral adipose tissue, Tregs express 

the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor- γ, enabling them to function in lipid and 

glucose metabolism (Cipolletta et al., 2012). In addition, Tregs in muscle and lung express 

high levels of the epidermal growth factor ligand, amphiregulin, conferring the ability to 

mediate tissue protection and maintain barrier integrity (Arpaia et al., 2015; Burzyn et al., 

2013; Villalta et al., 2014).

Both murine and human skin contain a large number of tissue-resident Tregs (Clark et al., 

2006; Sanchez Rodriguez et al., 2014; Scharschmidt et al., 2015). However, the function of 

these cells in this tissue are only beginning to be elucidated. Early in neonatal life, a wave of 

highly activated Tregs accumulates in skin and play a major role in establishing immune 

tolerance to skin commensal microbes (Scharschmidt et al., 2015). In adult life, a subset of 

Tregs in skin facilitates wound healing through increased expression of the epidermal 

growth factor receptor (EGFR) (Nosbaum et al., 2016). Tregs that reside in skin 

predominantly localize around hair follicles (HFs) (Chow et al., 2013; Gratz et al., 2013; 

Sanchez Rodriguez et al., 2014). Hair follicles are highly specialized organelles that are in a 

perpetual state of growth and regeneration. In addition to Tregs, a major epithelial stem cell 

(SC) population localizes to HFs (HFSCs) (Blanpain and Fuchs, 2009). These cells play an 

indispensable role in HF regeneration and repair of the epidermal barrier after injury (Ito et 

al., 2005). Interestingly, several studies link Tregs with HF biology. Genome wide 
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association studies in alopecia areata (AA), a disorder of HF regeneration, have revealed 

single nucleotide polymorphisms in genes involved in the differentiation and function of 

Tregs, including IL-2, the high-affinity IL-2 receptor alpha (CD25), CTLA-4, Eos (IKZF4) 

and Foxp3 (Petukhova et al., 2010). In addition, pharmacologic augmentation of Tregs in 

humans with low-dose IL-2 was highly efficacious in treating AA (Castela et al., 2014). 

Despite these associations, a functional link between Tregs and HFs has yet to be 

established.

Given that Tregs in skin localize to HFs, polymorphisms in genes intimately associated with 

Treg function are increased in patients with AA and Treg enhancement promotes hair 

regeneration in this disease, we sought to determine whether Tregs play a functional role in 

HF biology. Immunophenotypic profiling revealed that Treg numbers and activation in skin 

tightly correlate with specific phases of the HF cycle. Lineage-specific depletion of these 

cells resulted in a marked attenuation of HF regeneration. Mechanistically, we found that 

Tregs promote HF cycling by enhancing the activation and differentiation of HFSCs. An 

unbiased discovery approach revealed that Tregs in skin express high levels of the Notch 

ligand, Jagged 1 (Jag1), and that signaling through the Notch pathway is a major mechanism 

by which Tregs promote HFSC function. Our studies reveal a mechanistic link between skin-

resident Tregs and HFSCs that is critical for tissue function.

Results

Highly activated Tregs accumulate in Telogen skin

Hair follicles in mammalian skin undergo bouts of regeneration, cycling between highly 

synchronized phases of quiescence (telogen) and growth (anagen), ultimately resulting in the 

generation of a newly formed hair shaft (Müller-Röver et al., 2001). To test the hypothesis 

that Tregs play a functional role in HF biology, we began by performing comprehensive 

immune profiling of Tregs in murine skin at specific stages of the synchronous HF cycle 

(Müller-Röver et al., 2001). The proportion of CD4+Foxp3+ Tregs in skin draining lymph 

nodes (SDLNs) of adult C57BL/6 mice showed little variability (Figure 1A). In contrast, the 

accumulation of Tregs in dorsal skin was highly variable; however, this variance tightly 

correlated with HF cycling (Figures 1A-1C and S1A). Tregs were significantly more 

abundant in the telogen phase of the HF cycle when compared to anagen (Figures 1B and 

S1A). To ensure that these results were not an artifact of the tissue digestion required for 

flow cytometric analysis and to confirm that Tregs were accumulating around HFs, we 

quantified Tregs during telogen and anagen phases of the HF cycle by immunofluorescent 

microscopy. These studies revealed an ~3-fold higher accumulation around HFs in telogen 

skin relative to anagen skin, confirming our flow cytometric results (Figures S1B–S1C). 

While Tregs are uniquely more abundant in telogen skin relative to anagen skin, Foxp3 

negative T effector cells (Teff) and CD8+ T cells show an inverse relationship to Tregs, and 

dermal gamma-delta T cells show little fluctuation with the HF cycle (Figures S1D). In 

addition, the proliferative index and activation state of skin Tregs (as evidenced by 

expression of Ki67, CD25, ICOS, GITR, and CTLA-4) correlated with stage of the HF 

cycle, as Tregs displayed a highly activated phenotype in telogen skin relative to anagen skin 

(Figures 1D and S1E). Taken together, these results suggest that Treg abundance and 
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activation in skin tightly correlate with the HF cycle, with highly activated Tregs 

preferentially accumulating around HFs during late telogen.

Regulatory T cells are required for hair regeneration

Given that both Treg abundance and activation correlated with HF stage, we sought to 

determine whether these cells play a functional role in HF cycling. To do so, we employed a 

well-established model of depilation-induced HF regeneration (Müller-Röver et al., 2001). 

In this model, mice with dorsal skin HFs in telogen are depilated to remove hair shafts. This 

treatment rapidly initiates the telogen-to-anagen transition homogenously across the entire 

depilated dorsum (i.e., anagen induction), and thus begins the process of hair regeneration. 

To determine if Tregs play a role in this process, we utilized mice transgenic for the 

diphtheria toxin receptor under the control of the Foxp3 promoter (Foxp3DTR) (Kim et al., 

2007). These mice allow for robust depletion of Tregs following administration of 

Diphtheria toxin (DT). Importantly, Tregs begin to repopulate lymph nodes and peripheral 

tissues soon after the last DT treatment, permitting the study of transient Treg loss at specific 

times during HF regeneration (Kim et al., 2007). We monitored these mice for dorsal skin 

pigmentation, which is the earliest clinical sign of anagen entry (Müller-Röver et al., 2001), 

as well as clinical hair regrowth. Ablation of Tregs markedly reduced anagen induction and 

subsequent hair regrowth when compared to control wild type (WT) mice treated with or 

without DT (Figures 2A-2B and S2A–S2B). Whereas control mice had efficient anagen 

induction and completed hair regrowth by 14 days post-depilation, mice depleted of Tregs 

showed a marked diminution of anagen induction and had less than 20% hair regrowth at 14 

days (Figures 2A-2B and S2A–S2D).

In these initial experiments, Tregs were continually depleted (i.e., DT administered every 2 

days for 14 days). Because a major function of Tregs is to suppress inflammation, mice 

deficient in these cells for prolonged periods of time develop multiorgan autoimmunity (Kim 

et al., 2007). Thus, we set out to determine whether attenuation of HF cycling in the absence 

of Tregs was a result of prolonged systemic inflammation. In addition, we wanted to 

precisely define a potential ‘window’ of time for Treg requirement in HF cycling. To do so, 

we treated WT or Foxp3DTR mice with DT ‘early’ after depilation (up to 3 days post-

depilation), ‘late’ after depilation (starting at 7 days post-depilation), or throughout the 

entire 14-day period of hair regeneration. Transient depletion of Tregs early after depilation 

fully recapitulated the attenuation of HF regeneration observed with constant Treg depletion. 

In contrast, late Treg depletion had no effect on hair regrowth (Figures 2C and S2C–S2D). 

Histologic examination of skin showed a marked diminution of anagen HFs in ‘early’ Treg 

depleted mice. Whereas HFs in control mice displayed an elongated phenotype extending 

deep into the dermal adipose (indicative of anagen induction) (Müller-Röver et al., 2001), 

HFs from Treg-depleted mice were significantly shorter in length and failed to extend 

beyond the superficial dermis (Figures 2D-2E and S2E–S2F). Consistent with these findings, 

mice that lack all T cells (Rag2−/−) have a significant delay in anagen induction capacity in 

response to depilation-induced hair regeneration, as well as during the natural synchronous 

HF cycle (Figures S2G–S2J). Taken together, these results indicate that Tregs play a major 

role in facilitating HF regeneration by promoting the telogen-to-anagen transition.
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Regulatory T cells in skin preferentially localize to the HFSC niche

Hair follicle stem cells play a major role in HF regeneration (Blanpain and Fuchs, 2009). 

The transition of telogen HFs to anagen HFs is mediated by the activation, proliferation and 

differentiation of HFSCs (Blanpain et al., 2006; Morris et al., 2004; Trempus et al., 2003). 

Because Tregs in skin localize to HFs (Chow et al., 2013; Gratz et al., 2013; Sanchez 

Rodriguez et al., 2014) and facilitate the telogen-to-anagen transition, we set out to 

determine if Tregs in skin co-localize with HFSCs. Immunofluorescence microscopy of 

dorsal skin of Foxp3GFP reporter mice (Lin et al., 2007) revealed that Tregs predominantly 

reside proximal to the lower portions of telogen HFs, clustering around the bulge region 

(Figures 3A), a well-established niche for HFSCs (Morris et al., 2004; Trempus et al., 2003). 

Co-staining of cytosolic expressed GFP with markers of bulge resident SCs (Morris et al., 

2004), Keratin-15, and ITGA6, revealed a sub-population of bulge-associated Tregs in close 

association with HFSCs (Figures 3B-3C and S3). Quantification of Foxp3-GFP+ Tregs 

within 30µm of follicular epithelium demonstrated that the majority of follicular Tregs 

reside within 0–5 µm of bulge HFSCs (Figure 3D).

To determine the dynamic behavior of Tregs in skin with high hair density (i.e., dorsal skin), 

we established a non-invasive vacuum suction approach for live intravital 2-photon imaging 

of Tregs in dorsal skin of Foxp3GFP reporter mice. This technique was adapted from 

approaches utilized in other tissues (Boldajipour et al., 2016; Broz et al., 2014; Headley et 

al., 2016; Lin et al., 2007; Lindsay et al., 2015; Looney et al., 2011; Sano et al., 2016; 

Vinegoni et al., 2012). Evans blue dye was utilized to ensure all intravascular Tregs were 

excluded while all cells located in the extravascular space were included for analysis. 

Utilizing this system, we observed that bulge-associated Tregs differ markedly with respect 

to shape and behavior when compared to Tregs found >20 µm away from follicular 

epithelium. Bulge-associated Tregs displayed a more amoeboid cell morphology with 

increased protrusive activity (Figures 3E and movies S1 and S2). This differential cell shape 

was quantified in individual skin Tregs by applying a measure of relative sphericity (Matheu 

et al., 2013; Zaid et al., 2014). Cells that are in contact with other cells typically have 

characteristic dynamic behavior. Specifically, cell-to-cell contacts alter the shape of cells 

such that they are no longer spherical (Lecuit and Lenne, 2007). When compared to non-

bulge Tregs, the sphericity of bulge-associated Tregs was significantly lower at all time 

points analyzed (Figure 3F). While this parameter is not a specific measure of Treg function, 

our findings indicate that Tregs in and around the HF niche are more dynamically active 

when compared to Tregs found outside this region. Taken together with images obtained by 

static immunofluorescence microscopy, these results suggest that Tregs are highly active in 

the bulge region of the HF and have the potential to communicate with bulge-associated 

HFSCs.

Regulatory T cells promote HFSC proliferation and differentiation

Given that HFs from Treg-depleted mice failed to regenerate, Tregs reside in the bulge 

region of the HF in close association with HFSCs and activation of HFSCs is necessary and 

required for HF regeneration, we tested whether Tregs mediate their effects by influencing 

the function of HFSCs. Upon anagen induction, HFSCs are activated, begin to proliferate 

and eventually differentiate to form all cell lineages of the newly generated HF (Blanpain et 
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al., 2006; Morris et al., 2004; Trempus et al., 2003). Because Tregs function early to 

facilitate anagen induction, we set out to determine their influence on HFSC activation 

during the telogen-to-anagen transition. To do so, we utilized a previously established flow 

cytometric approach to delineate HFSCs (Nagao et al., 2012). Epidermal cell suspensions 

were prepared from dorsal skin and stained for CD45, Sca-1, EpCAM, CD34 and integrin 

α6 (ITGA6). Bulge HFSCs were defined as CD45negSca-1negEpCAMlowCD34high cells 

(Figure 4A). High levels of ITGA6 expression on this population distinguishes basal bulge 

residing HFSCs from those in the suprabasal layer (Trempus et al., 2003). Analysis of mid-

telogen WT skin confirmed the presence of quiescent bulge-resident HFSCs (Cotsarelis et 

al., 1990), as evidenced by lack of expression of the proliferative marker Ki67 (Figures 

4B-4C). Consistent with previous reports, HFSC activation closely followed depilation-

induced anagen induction (Chen et al., 2012), with an increased percentage of HFSCs 

expressing Ki67 early after depilation (Figures 4B-4C). Induction of HFSC proliferation was 

significantly attenuated in mice transiently depleted of Tregs in the early window of time 

after depilation (Figures 4B-4C). This proliferative defect appeared to be selective for the 

bulge HFSC compartment, as no difference in Ki67 expression was observed in non-bulge 

keratinocytes between Treg-sufficient and Treg-depleted mice (Figures 4D). Absolute cell 

numbers of HFSCs were unchanged between all treatment groups, suggesting that HFSCs 

are not DT-sensitive or directly depleted in Foxp3DTR mice (Figure S4A). Absence of Ki67 

in the bulge region of the HF in Treg depleted mice was confirmed by histological staining 

of dorsal skin sections (Figures S4B).

To determine if Tregs play a similar role in steady-state mediated HFSC activation during the 

natural telogen-to-anagen transition, we transiently administered DT or PBS (vehicle 

control) to Foxp3DTR mice to deplete Tregs during 1st telogen from postnatal day 21 (P21) 

to P24. Relative to littermate controls, DT-treated Foxp3DTR mice fail to enter 1st anagen as 

evidenced by a lack of dorsal skin pigmentation and significantly diminished proliferative 

capacity of HFSCs (Figures S4C–S4E). While the absolute number of CD34+ HFSCs was 

equivalent, the proportion and absolute number of proliferating Ki67+ HFSCs were 

significantly lower in Treg depleted mice (Figures S4F–S4H). These data provide evidence 

that Tregs play a role in promoting the telogen-to-anagen transition during the natural HF 

cycle.

To investigate the in vivo frequency of proliferative HFSCs, we performed short term 

nucleotide labelling via injection of 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU) at day 3 post-anagen 

entry and measured incorporation into HFSCs 24-hours later. While Treg sufficient mice 

efficiently incorporated EdU, the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of HFSCs in Treg-

deficient mice was significantly less (Figures S4I–S4J). These results indicate that in the 

absence of Tregs, HFSCs are unable to undergo multiple rounds of proliferation during this 

24-hour chase period. These findings are consistent with experiments showing reduced 

Ki67+ HFSCs by flow cytometry (Figures 4B-4C).

To elucidate if Tregs influence HFSC differentiation, we performed whole transcriptome 

RNA sequencing (RNAseq) of bulge HFSCs. Lineage tracing studies in the SC niche have 

identified a role for ITGA6-expressing basal cell progenitors and their progeny in adopting a 

HF fate (Ito et al., 2005; Jaks et al., 2008; Levy et al., 2005; Morris et al., 2004; Tumbar et 
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al., 2004). We therefore analyzed CD34+ITGA6high basal bulge HFSCs purified from Treg-

sufficient and Treg-depleted mice 4 days post-depilation. Consistent with our Ki67 flow 

cytometric data, HFSC from Treg-depleted mice showed a significant reduction in genes 

associated with cell proliferation (Table S1). In addition, these HFSCs also showed a 

reduction in genes associated with the differentiation of HFSCs to keratinocyte lineages, 

including Bgn, Bnc1, Cks2, Hmgn3, Gdf10, and Sox4 (Figure 4E) (Lowry et al., 2005). 

Collectively, these results suggest that a major mechanism by which Tregs mediate HF 

cycling is by promoting the activation and differentiation of bulge HFSCs.

Transient Treg depletion results in minimal skin inflammation

We next set out to determine the cellular and molecular mechanisms by which Tregs 

influence HFSC function. Because a major mechanism by which Tregs mediate their effects 

is through suppression of inflammation, we first set out to define the inflammatory milieu in 

skin after transient Treg depletion ‘early’ after depilation. Surprisingly, classic hallmarks of 

skin inflammation, such as epidermal hyperplasia and immune cell infiltrate, were not 

significantly different between control mice and mice transiently depleted of Tregs (Figures 

2D and 5A–5C). Consistent with these findings, flow cytometric quantification of the 

absolute numbers of dermal γδ T cells, dendritic epidermal T cells, cytotoxic CD8+ T cells, 

CD4+Foxp3− T effector cells, dendritic cells, neutrophils, and macrophages revealed no 

differences between Treg-depleted and Treg-sufficient mice (Figures 5D). In addition, skin 

effector T cell production of interleukin (IL)-22, interferon-gamma, IL-17 and tumor 

necrosis factor-alpha were similar between control and transient Treg-depleted mice (Figures 

5E-5G and S5). To functionally determine if inflammatory cells play a role in Treg-mediated 

activation of HFSCs, we co-depleted Tregs with specific immune cell subsets to determine if 

HFSC function could be rescued in the absence of Tregs. HFSC proliferation was not 

restored following co-depletion of Tregs with CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, Gr-1 expressing 

neutrophils, or CD11c-expressing myeloid cells (Figure 5H). In addition, both antibody 

neutralization and genetic deletion of the interferon-γ pathway, a major effector cytokine 

suppressed by Tregs (Nosbaum et al., 2016; Sojka and Fowell, 2011), did not rescue HFSC 

activation (Figure 5H). These findings suggest that suppression of inflammation is not a 

major mechanism by which Tregs promote HFSC function early in the process of hair 

regeneration.

Regulatory T cells in skin preferentially express the Notch ligand Jagged 1

In an attempt to delineate potential mechanisms by which Tregs promote HFSC function, we 

compared the transcriptome of Tregs isolated from telogen skin with Tregs isolated from 

SDLNs (Table S2). We hypothesized that pathways involved in this process would be 

preferentially expressed in skin Tregs when compared to Tregs found in SDLNs. Consistent 

with heightened activation of Tregs in tissues (Burzyn et al., 2013; Feuerer et al., 2009; 

Sanchez Rodriguez et al., 2014), differential expression analyses revealed increased 

abundance of genes associated with Treg function in skin compared to SDLN Tregs, 

including CTLA-4, ICOS and IL-10 (Figure 6A). Interestingly, Jag1, a ligand of the Notch 

signaling pathway, was among the highest differentially expressed genes between skin and 

SDLN Tregs (Figure 6A). Tregs in skin expressed approximately 150-fold more Jag1 

transcript than SDLN Tregs (p-value=3.4×10−32; Figure 6B). Assessment of Jag1 protein 
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expression by flow cytometry confirmed greater expression in skin Tregs relative to SDLN 

Tregs, and increased expression on Tregs in telogen skin as compared to Tregs in anagen 

skin (Figure 6C, and S6A–S6D). In addition, Treg-lineage expression of Jag1 was 

independently validated by qPCR, relative to CD4+ Teff cells and CD8+ T cells (Figures 

S6E). Aside from preferential expression on skin Tregs, Jag1 was an especially interesting 

candidate given the established role of the Notch pathway in HFSC biology (Blanpain et al., 

2006; Estrach et al., 2006; Vauclair et al., 2005). Having identified skin Treg expression of 

Jag1, we next sought to determine if Notch target gene transcripts (Meier-Stiegen et al., 

2010) were differentially expressed in HFSCs in the presence or absence of Tregs. Genome 

wide RNAseq analysis of HFSCs isolated 4 days after anagen induction in the presence or 

absence of Tregs revealed a differential signature of Notch target genes (Figures 6D-6E). Of 

the 1174 differentially expressed genes between the two groups, 84 genes (~7%) were 

known transcriptional targets of the Notch signaling pathway (p-value of the overlap = 

5.21×10−27). Collectively, these results indicate that Tregs in murine skin preferentially 

express the Notch ligand, Jag1, and that in the absence of Tregs, Notch signaling is 

significantly altered in HFSCs.

Regulatory T cell expression of Jag1 promotes HFSC function

To functionally determine if Notch signaling plays a role in Treg-mediated enhancement of 

HFSC activation, we attempted to rescue the proliferative defect observed in HFSCs in Treg-

depleted mice by the exogenous addition of Jag1 (Vas et al., 2004). Microbeads coated with 

Jag1-Fc or control Fc were subcutaneously administered to DT-treated Foxp3DTR mice and 

activation of HFSCs was quantified by flow cytometry 4 days post-depilation. In these 

experiments, exogenous Jag1 was able to partially rescue HFSC activation and induction of 

anagen in the absence of Tregs (Figure 6F-6H). To definitively test whether Jag1 expression 

on Tregs plays a role in HFSC differentiation and anagen induction, mice expressing a Jag1 

conditional allele (Brooker et al., 2006) (Jag1fl/fl) were crossed to Foxp3-cre mice (Rubtsov 

et al., 2008) to specifically ablate Jag1 expression in Tregs. Foxp3Cre/CreJag1fl/fl mice in 

telogen phase of the HF cycle were depilated and HFSC proliferation, differentiation and 

kinetics of anagen induction were quantified. Early after depilation, Foxp3Cre/CreJag1fl/fl 

mice had significantly attenuated proliferative capacity of integrin-α6high CD34+ bulge 

HFSCs when compared to age- and gender- matched littermate controls (Figure 6I-6J). 

Absolute cell numbers of HFSCs in Foxp3CreJag1fl/fl mice and the ratio of Treg-to-HFSCs 

both in the steady-state and post-depilation were unchanged relative to Foxp3Cre/Jag1wt/wt 

mice (Figure S6F–S6H), suggesting that Jag1 loss in Tregs does not alter the overall 

composition of Tregs and/or HFSCs in skin.

In addition, relative to control mice, deletion of Jag1 in Tregs resulted in a significant 

reduction in the expression of key epidermal differentiation genes, including Bgn, Ccnd1, 

Gdf10, Sox4, Sox7 and Timp3 (Figure 6K). Given the early requirement for Tregs in HFSC 

activation, we assayed the kinetics of anagen induction by quantifying dorsal skin 

pigmentation (the earliest clinical marker of initiation of this process) (Müller-Röver et al., 

2001). Consistent with the diminished proliferative and differentiation capacity of HFSCs, 

anagen entry in Foxp3Cre/CreJag1fl/fl dorsal skin was significantly attenuated relative to 

control dorsal skin (Figure 6L-6M), revealing a role for Jag1 expression on Tregs in 
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facilitating anagen induction. Taken together, our results suggest that the Jag1-Notch 

pathway plays a role in the ability of skin Tregs to promote HFSC function.

Discussion

There is an emerging body of literature suggesting that Tregs represent a highly complex and 

heterogeneous lymphocyte lineage that possess specialized functions in the tissues in which 

they reside (Panduro et al., 2016). Here, we describe a previously unrecognized role of skin-

resident Tregs in promoting epithelial SC function. We demonstrate a critical requirement 

for Tregs in HF regeneration through facilitation of epithelial SC proliferation and 

differentiation. Consistent with studies examining Tregs in muscle and lung (Arpaia et al., 

2015; Burzyn et al., 2013; Villalta et al., 2014), we establish a role for Tregs in mediating a 

vital regenerative function of skin. The fact that skin Tregs facilitate HF regeneration by 

promoting HFSC activation is consistent with the observation that Tregs in bone marrow co-

localize with hematopoietic SCs and support their function in this tissue (Fujisaki et al., 

2011). Collectively, these findings suggest that a fundamental property of both intra- and 

extra- lymphoid Tregs is to influence SC biology and supports the view that a functional 

relationship between Tregs and SCs is a generalizable concept intrinsic to many tissues.

The finding that short-term depletion of Tregs did not alter accumulation or activation of the 

major immune cell subsets in skin suggests that transient Treg loss does not result in overt 

skin inflammation. Consistent with this observation, co-depletion of inflammatory cells (and 

a major inflammatory pathway) with Tregs did not restore HFSC function. Taken together, 

these results suggest that suppression of inflammation is not the major mechanism by which 

Tregs promote HFSC proliferation and differentiation. Furthermore, Treg lineage specific 

deletion of Jag1 largely resembled loss of the entire Treg population, with respect to HFSC 

proliferation, differentiation, and the capacity to induce HF entry into anagen. While our 

data do not definitively rule out the potential for Tregs to exert their effects on epithelial SCs 

by suppressing immune activation, they suggest that Tregs in skin have the ability to 

modulate the biology of tissue SCs independently of this function. Whether this is mediated 

by a subset of Tregs or the bulk skin-resident Treg population and whether expression of 

Jag1 is the only mechanism that Tregs utilize in this process remain to be determined.

A classic function of HFSCs is to drive HF cycling and HF regeneration (Blanpain and 

Fuchs, 2009; Morris et al., 2004; Trempus et al., 2003). However, an alternative function of 

these cells is to aid in epidermal barrier repair after injury (Ito et al., 2005). Unlike HF 

cycling, epidermal barrier repair is associated with marked tissue inflammation. Thus, in 

addition to their role in promoting HF cycling, it is interesting to speculate that skin Tregs 

also play a role in facilitating the function of HFSCs in the context of epidermal barrier 

repair. In this capacity, Tregs may regulate both inflammatory and non-inflammatory 

pathways to mediate their effects. It is currently unknown whether Tregs in skin influence 

HFSC biology in contexts other than HF cycling.

Our results highlight the Notch pathway as a mechanism employed by skin-resident Tregs to 

facilitate HFSC function during HF cycling. Skin Tregs in proximity to the HF are activated, 

by currently unknown mechanisms, as the follicle transitions from telogen to anagen. These 
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activated Tregs produce the Notch ligand, Jag1, which stimulates the proliferation and 

differentiation of HFSCs and drives progression through the anagen phase. The ability of 

one immune cell population in skin to regulate the behavior of SCs in that tissue raises the 

novel possibility that immune control of stem cell function may be a general paradigm 

applicable to stem cells in other tissues. It will be important to determine if this principle 

extends to human diseases of epithelial dysfunction, and if Tregs can be exploited to develop 

new therapies for SC-mediated tissue regenerative disorders.

STAR Methods

Contact for Reagent and Resource Sharing

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be 

fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Michael Rosenblum (Michael.Rosenblum@ucsf.edu).

Experimental Models and Subject Details

Experimental Animals—Mice were bred and/or maintained in the UCSF specific 

pathogen-free facility in accordance with the guidelines of the Laboratory Animal Resource 

Center and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California San 

Francisco (UCSF). All mice used in experiments were socially houses under a 12 hr light/

dark cycle. All experiments were initiated in the telogen phase of the HF cycle in 7–10 week 

old mice, unless otherwise specified.

Method Details

Anagen induction—Dorsal hair was first shortened with clippers before applying 

depilatory cream (Nair) to the shaved region for a period of exactly 30 seconds before 

wiping clean. For monitoring of clinical hair regrowth, standardised pictures were taken with 

a ruler on the day of depilation (day 0) and then at the indicated time points until day 14. 

Anagen induction was quantified using intensity analysis on ImageJ software (v1.46r, NIH, 

USA) at each time point or as a percent of pigmented dorsal skin relative to baseline (day 0). 

All experiments conducted in Foxp3Cre/CreJag1fl/fl or control mice (i.e., 

Foxp3Cre/CreJag1wt/wt or Foxp3wt/wtJag1fl/fl) were harvested on day 10 post depilation. For 

monitoring of the synchronous HF cycle, dorsal hair was clipped and pictures taken at the 

indicated time points for quantification. For flow cytometric analysis and cell sorting for 

RNA-sequencing experiments, epidermal cells were prepared from mice harvested at day 4 

post-depilation.

In vivo Treg cell depletion—The optimal dose of each DT Lot (Sigma) was initially 

determined by assessing the efficiency of skin Treg depletion by flow cytometry. 

Accordingly, Foxp3DTR and control mice were injected i.p. with DT at 15 ng/g or 30ng/g 

body weight, according to three regimens: mice were injected with DT on day −2 and day 

−1 prior to depilation (performed on day 0) and then every other day until day 4 (early; 4 

doses total) or day 14 (constitutive; 10 doses total). For late Treg depletion studies, DT was 

administered first on day 7 and then every other day until day 14 (4 doses total). For Treg 

depletion during the natural HF cycle in Foxp3DTR mice, DT or PBS was injected at 

postnatal day 21 (P21), P22, and P24.
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Immune cell co-depletions—All antibodies for depletion studies were purchased from 

BioXcell (West Lebanon, NH, USA). Anti-CD4 (GK1.5, 400 µg per injection), anti-CD8 

(2.43, 400 µg per injection), anti-interferon gamma (IFNG, XMG1.2, 500 µg per injection), 

anti-Gr1 (RB6–8C5, 100 µg per injection) were administered i.p with DT according to the 

early Treg cell ablation regimen in Foxp3DTR mice. For subcutaneous anti-IFNG 

administration, 100 µg was injected directly into dorsal skin on the day of depilation (day 0) 

and then on day 1 and day 3. For IFNGR1−/− hosts, anti-CD4 was administered on days −2, 

−1, day 1 and day 3 to deplete CD4+ T-cells. For CD11cDTR/GFP hosts, 15ng/g DT and anti-

CD4 was administered on days −2, −1, day 1 and day 3 to deplete CD11c–expressing 

myeloid cells and CD4+ T-cells, respectively.

Treg Conditional Jag1 Deletion—All experimental mice were generated from breeders 

that consisted of Foxp3-Cre homozygous/Jag1 heterozygous females (Foxp3Cre/CreJag1wt/fl) 

crossed to Foxp3-Cre hemizygous/Jag1 heterozygous males (Foxp3CreJag1wt/fl). Genotyping 

of the resulting offspring determined that all female mice were homozygous for Foxp3-Cre 

and all males hemizygous for Foxp3-Cre. For the floxed Jag1 allele mice were either wild-

type (Jag1wt/wt), heterozygous (Jag1wt/fl), or homozygous (Jag1fl/fl). Unless otherwise 

stated, only age, gender, and littermate matched Foxp3-Cre homozygous (or hemizygous for 

males)/Jag1-wild-type mice were used as controls (Foxp3Cre/CreJag1wt/wt) and Foxp3-Cre 

homozygous (or hemizygous for males) Jag1 flox-homozygous mice for the experimental 

group (Foxp3Cre/CreJag1fl/fl).

Tissue processing—Preparation of single cell suspensions from SDLNs or full thickness 

skin excised at indicated time points during the synchronous HF cycle for Treg analysis or 

cell sorting by flow cytometry was performed as previously described(Scharschmidt et al., 

2015). Briefly, Isolation of cells from axillary, brachial and inguinal lymph nodes (referred 

to as skin draining lymph nodes, SDLNs) for flow cytometry was performed by mashing 

tissue over 100 µm sterile filters For isolation of dorsal skin cells, mouse dorsal skin was 

harvested and lightly defatted. It was then minced finely with scissors and re-suspended in a 

50ml conical with 3 ml of digestion mix (composed of 2mg/ml collagenase XI, 0.5mg/ml 

hyaluronidase and 0.1mg/ml DNase in RPMI with 1% Hepes, 1% penicillin-streptomycin 

and 10% fetal calf serum), followed by incubation in a shaking incubator at 37° C at 250 

rpm for 50 minutes. An additional 20 m l of RPMI/Hepes/P-S/FCS media was then added 

and the 50ml conical was shaken by hand for 30–45 seconds. Another 20 ml of media was 

added and the suspension filtered through a sterile 100µm cell strainer followed by a 40el 

cell strainer into a new 50ml conical. The suspension was then pelleted and re-suspended in 

PBS for cell counting and staining. Epithelial cell preparations from depilated mice were 

prepared for flow cytometric analysis or HFSC sorting as previously described(Nagao et al., 

2012). Briefly, mouse dorsal skin was harvested and lightly defatted before placing upon 2 

ml of Trypsin-EDTA (0.5%, 10x, ThermoFisher), followed by incubation at 37°C for 1 hour. 

Epidermal cells were then scraped off into a petri dish containing RPMI/Hepes/P-S/FCS 

media and the cell suspension then filtered through a sterile 100µm cell strainer followed by 

a 40el cell strainer into a new 50ml conical. The suspension was then pelleted and re-

suspended in PBS for cell counting and staining. Following isolation from the tissue, cells 

were labeled stained in PBS for 30 min at 4° C with surface anti bodies and a live dead 
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marker (Ghost Dye™ Violet 510, Tonbo Biosciences). For intracellular staining, cells were 

fixed and permeabilized using reagents and protocol from the Foxp3 staining buffer kit 

(eBioscience). Fluorophore-conjugated antibodies specific for mouse cell surface antigens 

and intracellular transcription factors were purchased from eBioscience, BD Biosciences or 

Biolegend as detailed in the Key Resources Table. Samples were run on a Fortessa (BD 

Biosciences) in the UCSF Flow Cytometry Core. Treg cells from skin and SDLNs were 

sorted on a FACS Aria2 (BD Biosciences). For all experiments, voltages were standardized 

using SPHERO Rainbow calibration particles (BD Biosciences). An automated cell counter 

(NucleoCounter® NC-200™, Chemometec) was used to enumerate cell numbers from 

single cell suspensions and for calculations of absolute cell numbers. Flow cytometry data 

was analyzed using FlowJo software (FlowJo, LLC). Strict dead cell and doublet cell 

exclusion criteria were included for all immune cell analysis, followed by pre-gating for all 

hematopoietic cells as CD45+. Lymphoid cells were gated as γδ-TCR−CD3− double 

negative cells (DN), γδ-TCR+CD3+ dermal γδ T cells (dGD), γδ-TCRhiCD3hi dendritic 

epidermal T cells (DETCs), CD3+CD8+ T cells (CD8), CD3+CD4+Foxp3− T effector cells 

(Teff), and CD3+CD4+Foxp3+ regulatory T cells (Treg). Myeloid cells were all pre-gated as 

γδ-TCR−CD3− double negative and then gated as CD11c+MHC-Class II+ dendritic cells 

(DCs), Ly-6G+CD11b+ neutrophils (Neuts), and Ly-6G−CD11b+ClassII+F4/80+ 

macrophages (Macs). For nucleotide incorporation experiments, Click-iT® Plus EdU Flow 

Cytometry Assay Kits (Fisher) was used as per the manufacturer’s protocol.

Histology—For histopathology, skin tissue was fixed in 10% formalin and paraffin-

embedded, sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin by the UCSF Mouse 

Pathology Core. Histopathology images were acquired on a Leica microscope using a DS-

Ri1 camera and NIS-Elements software (Nikon). H&E quantifications of HF length, dermal 

infiltrate and epidermal hyperplasia were performed using ImageJ64 software (NIH, USA). 

For immunofluorescent tissue staining in Figure 1A, dorsal skin from Foxp3GFP mice was 

first fixed in 2% PFA for 6–8 hours, washed with PBS and left in 30% sucrose overnight 

before embedding in OCT and freezing in a isopentane solution cooled over liquid nitrogen. 

12ours, washed with PBS and left in 3SuperFrost slides (VWR), and stained with rabbit 

anti-GFP (Invitrogen, A11122) at 1:200 and chicken anti-Keratin-15 (Biolegend, 

Poly19339) at 1:400 or Rat anti-mouse/human ITGA6 (BD, 555734) at 1:300. Primary 

signal was amplified with Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa-488 and Goat anti-Chicken Alexa-555 or 

Goat anti-Rat Alexa-555 at 1:1000 (all from Invitrogen). Slides were then washed in PBS 

and mounted with DAPI containing medium. All images were acquired on a Zeiss Imager 

M2 fluorescent microscope with Apotome. Ki67 tissue staining was performed by the UCSF 

Dermatapathology Core using a Dako Link-48 stainer. Briefly, antigen retrieval was 

performed in Dako pH9 Retrieval Solution at 95° C for 1 hour and then stained with anti-

Ki67 antibody (Dako, catalog # GA626) and the chromogen DAB. For detection, Dako 

Envision Dual Link was used. Finally, slides were counter-stained with hematoxylin.

In vivo Jag1 rescue—Foxp3DTR mice depleted of Tregs according to the early regimen 

were injected subcutaneously on days −2, −1, 1, and 3 into four adjacent dorsal skin sites 

with 1 µg control IgG1-Fc or Jag1-Fc fusion protein (both from R&D) conjugated to Affi-

gel blue beads (100–200 mesh; Bio-Rad), as previously described (Chen et al., 2012). 
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Briefly, per mouse: 1 µg of protein (in 10 µl) was soaked with 5 µl Affi-gel blue beads 

(corresponding to ~2000 beads) for 1 hour at 37° C. Total suspensi ons of 15 µl were then 

transferred into 29G 3/10 cc insulin syringes (BD) for subcutaneous injection of mice under 

anesthesia. HFSC Ki67 expression was assessed by flow cytometry on day 4.

RNA-Sequencing analysis and Quantitative PCR—Sorted cell populations were 

flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and sent overnight on dry ice to Expression Analysis, 

Quintiles (Morrisville, NC). RNA samples were converted into cDNA libraries using the 

Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA sample preparation kit. (Illumina). RNA was isolated by 

Expression Analysis using Qiagen RNeasy Spin Column and was quantified via Nanodrop 

ND-8000 spectrophotometer. RNA quality was checked by Agilent Bioanalyzer Pico Chip. 

cDNA was created from 220 pg of input RNA with the SMARTer Ultra Low input kit and 

sequenced to a 25M read depth with Illumina RNASeq. Reads were aligned to Ensembl mg 

GRCm38.p4 reference genome with TopHat software (v. 2.0.12). SAM files were generated 

with SAMtools from alignment results. Read counts were obtained with htseq-count 

(0.6.1p1) with the union option. Differential expression was determined using the R/

Bioconducter package DESeq2 (Ref 2). Differentially expressed genes were analyzed by 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. Using the differentially expressed genes (p <0.05) from the 

HFSC dataset, a python script was written to find the overlap between the DE list and known 

Notch target genes(Meier-Stiegen et al., 2010). To determine significance in overlap between 

the two, a chi-squared test was performed. The overlapping genes between the two sets were 

clustered in Cluster 3.0 and visualized as a heat map using gene pattern’s 

HierarchicalClusteringViewer(de Hoon et al., 2004; Reich et al., 2006). For assessment of 

differentiation associated genes in Foxp3Cre/CreJag1fl/fl or control mice (i.e., 

Foxp3Cre/CreJag1wt/wt or Foxp3wt/wtJag1fl/fl), RNA was isolated from 1×106 epidermal cells 

on day 10 post depilation, using a column based kit (PureLink RNA Mini Kit, Thermo 

Fisher). For assessment of Jag1 expression on T cell subsets, Tregs, Teffs and CD8+ T cells 

were sorted from SDLNs of WT mice and RNA isolated as described above. RNA was then 

transcribed (iScript CDNA synthesis Kit, Bio-Rad) and the expression of differentiation 

genes or Jag1 for T cell subsets was assessed relative to Gapdh that was duplexed in every 

reaction. The following Taqman Gene expression assays were used (Thermo Fisher): 

Mm99999915_g1 (Gapdh), Mm01191753_m1 (Bgn), Mm00432359_m1 (Ccnd1), 

Mm01220860_m1 (Gdf10), Mm00486320_s1 (Sox4), Mm00776876_m1 (Sox7), 

Mm00441826_m1 (Timp3), and Mm00496902_m1 (Jag1). Data are presented as negative 

fold change of Delta-Delta CT or as standardized arbitrary units (AU).

Intravital 2-photon imaging of Tregs in dorsal skin—Two-photon imaging 

instrumentation has been previously described(Friedman et al., 2010). Dorsal hair of 7–10 

week old Foxp3GFP mice was clipped and depilated to induce anagen. Mice were then 

placed on a custom heated microscope stage under anesthesia. The custom suction window 

on the microscope stage was then placed into position over the depilated dorsum, and 

suction was applied to gently immobilize the depilated skin(Thornton et al., 2012). The 

microscope objective was then lowered into position directly over the suction window with 

an embedded 12 mm coverslip. 10 µg Evans Blue dye was injected into the retro-orbital vein 

immediately before image acquisition. All images were analyzed using Imaris Software 
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(Bitplane). HFs were visualized using second harmonic generated collagen. Bulge-

associated Tregs were denoted as within a <20 µm radius of individual HFs and non-bulge 

associated Tregs as >20 µm from a HF. To determine in vivo changes in Treg cell shape, the 

sphericity of individual Tregs was calculated over the time-lapse period, as previously 

described(Thornton et al., 2012).

Statistical analyses—Statistical analyses were performed with Prism software package 

version 6.0 (GraphPad). P values were calculated using two-tailed unpaired or paired 

Student’s t-test. Sample size for animal experiments was determined based upon pilot 

experiments. Mice cohort size was designed to be sufficient to enable accurate determination 

of statistical significance. No animals were excluded from the statistical analysis, unless due 

to technical errors. Mice were randomly assigned to treatment or control groups, while 

ensuring inclusion criteria based on gender, age and hair cycle. Investigators were blinded 

for all tissue staining and clinical picture quantifications. Appropriate statistical analyses 

were applied, assuming a normal sample distribution. All in vivo experiments were 

conducted with at least two independent cohorts. RNA-Seq experiments were conducted 

using 2–4 biological samples (as indicated in figure legends) from indicated cohorts.

Data and Software Availability—RNA sequencing data has been deposited in NCBI 

GEO with the following IDs: GSE76102 and GSE76138 and are available at: https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE76102, and https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE76138.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Treg accumulation and activation in skin correlates with the HF Cycle
(A) Treg cell abundance in skin draining lymph nodes (SDLNs) and skin of adult 4–14 week 

old WT mice as measured by flow cytometry. Pre-gated on live CD45+CD3+CD4+ cells. 

Flow cytometric profiling of Treg (B) frequency and (C) absolute numbers from dorsal skin 

of C57BL/6 mice at specific stages of the synchronous HF cycle (n = 5–12 mice per time 

point). Shaded areas represent telogen phase and unshaded areas represent anagen phase. 

Treg associated activation markers were assessed: CD25, ICOS, Ki67, CTLA-4, and GITR. 

(D) Summary of percent and absolute cell number (Abs No.) quantification of Treg 

activation marker expression in telogen and anagen skin. One representative experiment of 

three is shown. Data are mean ± s.e.m. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001; 

One-way ANOVA 1st telogen vs 1st anagen and 2nd telogen vs 2nd anagen (B, C), Student’s 

unpaired t-test (D). See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Tregs are required for hair regeneration
Foxp3DTR mice or control WT mice were treated with DT on days −2, −1, and depilated on 

day 0 to induce anagen. DT administration was continued from Day 1 and then every other 

day until the termination of the experiment at day 14. (A) Representative photos and (B) 

kinetics of hair regrowth in WT and Treg depleted (Foxp3DTR) mice (n = 3–4 mice per 

group). Tregs were depleted either up to day 4 (early), from day 7 onwards (late) or 

constitutively (con) throughout the experimental period. (C) Hair regrowth at day 14 in WT 

and Foxp3DTR mice with DT treatments as indicated. (D), Representative H&E staining of 

skin from WT and Foxp3DTR mice on day 14. Arrows indicate anagen HF extension into 

dermal adipose. Scale Bars, 100 µ m. (E), Quantification of HF length on day 14. Data are 

mean ± s.e.m. ****P<0.0001, ns = not significant; One-way ANOVA (B, C, E). Foxp3DTR + 

DT vs WT + DT (B). See also Figure S2.
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Figure 3. Tregs in skin preferentially reside in close approximation to HFSCs
(A) Representative immunofluorescent image of Foxp3+ Tregs in telogen skin of Foxp3GFP 

reporter mice. Dashed line indicates outline of HF. ‘B’ indicates bulge region. Treg cell co-

staining with (B) Keratin-15 (K15) and (C) integrin-alpha 6 (ITGA6). (D) Quantification of 

follicular Treg distance to bulge HFSCs. Data are combined counts from >10 sections. (E) 

Maximal intensity projection profiles of bulge-associated and non-bulge associated Tregs 

from intravital imaging of Foxp3GFP mice compiled from images recorded every 10 minutes 

during a 200 min time-lapse. HF Vasculature is labelled with Evans Blue dye (red). (F) 

Quantification of cell sphericity between bulge-associated and non-bulge associated Tregs 

during a 200 min time-lapse. Scale Bars, 50 µm. Data are mean ± s.e.m. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 

***P<0.001, ****P<0.001; One-way ANOVA, 0–5 µm vs. all other groups (D); Two-way 

ANOVA, bulge- vs. non-bulge Tregs at each respective time-point (F). One representative 

experiment of three with n = 3 mice total. See also Figure S3.
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Figure 4. Tregs are required for HFSC proliferation and differentiation
(A) Flow cytometric gating strategy to identify CD34+ integrin α6high (ITGA6) bulge 

HFSCs. Foxp3DTR mice or control mice were treated with DT on days −2, −1, depilated on 

day 0 to induce anagen and DT administered again on days 1 and 3 (i.e., early regimen). (B) 

Representative flow cytometric plots of Ki67 expression in bulge HFSCs between WT and 

FoxpDTR mice 4 days after depilation. (C) Flow cytometric quantification of Ki67+ bulge 

HFSCs and (D) non-bulge keratinocytes 4 days after depilation. RNA sequencing was 

performed on FACS purified bulge HFSCs at day 4 post-depilation from control (WT) or 

Treg depleted (Foxp3DTR) mice. (E) Fold change in HFSC differentiation genes in WT and 

FoxpDTR mice, expressed as fold change relative to WT (where a value of 1 = no change). 

Genes to the left of the solid line represent control genes. Significance values are calculated 

based on transcript expression level. Data are mean ± s.e.m. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 

***P<0.001, **** P<0.0001, ns = no significant difference, One-way ANOVA (C and D); 

RNA-Seq Differential Expression analysis, WT vs. Foxp3DTR for each respective gene (E). 

See also Figure S4.
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Figure 5. Transient Treg loss results in minimal skin inflammation
Control wild-type (WT) or Foxp3DTR mice were depilated and treated with DT according to 

the ‘early’ depletion protocol. (A) Total dermal infiltrate and (B) epidermal hyperplasia in 

DT treated control (WT + DT) and Tregs depleted (Foxp3DTR + DT) dorsal skin on day 4 as 

measured by routine histology. (C) Representative H&E staining of skin from WT and 

Foxp3DTR mice on day 4. (D) The absolute cell number of innate and adaptive immune cell 

subsets in skin as measured by flow cytometry. Single cell suspensions from day 1 skin were 

stimulated with PMA/ionomycin and the production of IL-22, IFNg, IL-17 and TNFalpha 

was assessed by flow cytometry. The proportion of cytokine producing (E) CD4+ Teff Cells, 

(F) CD8+ T cells, and (G) dermal γδ+ T cells in dorsal skin. (H) Flow cytometric 

quantification of Ki67+ bulge HFSCs at day 4 post-depilation in immune cell depleted and 

interferon-γ neutralized (or interferon-γ signaling deficient) mice. Scale Bars, 50 µm. Data 

are mean ± s.e.m. ns = no significant difference, Unpaired Student’s t-test (A, B); Two-way 

ANOVA (D–G); One-way ANOVA (H). Combined data from two experiments, with n = 3–4 

mice per group. See also Figure S5.
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Figure 6. Treg expression of Jagged-1 (Jag1) is required for efficient HFSC activation and 
anagen induction
RNA sequencing was performed on telogen skin Tregs and Tregs isolated from SDLNs. (A) 

Volcano plot comparing expression profile of skin versus SDLN Tregs. (B) Raw gene counts 

of Jag1 transcripts as quantified by RNA sequencing (n = 4 for skin Tregs and n = 3 for 

SDLN Tregs). (C) Flow cytometric quantification of Jag1 expression on SDLN Tregs and 

skin Tregs (n = 4 for both skin and SDLN Tregs). RNA sequencing was performed on FACS 

purified bulge HFSCs at day 4 post-depilation from control (WT) or Treg depleted 

(Foxp3DTR) mice. (D) Hierarchial clustering of differential expression of Notch target genes 

in HFSCs sequenced from control (WT) and Treg depleted (DTR) mice, depicted as a heat 

map (E) Venn diagram depicting the overlap between the total differentially expressed (DE) 

genes and known Notch target genes. P-value represents the significance of the overlap as 

determined by a chi-squared test. Jag1-Fc coated or control Fc coated beads were 

administered subcutaneously in Treg depleted mice on days −2, −1, 1 and 3. All mice were 

depilated on day 0. (F) Representative flow cytometric plots 4 days post-depilation gated on 

HFSCs from WT and Foxp3DTR mice treated with control or Jag1-Fc coated beads. (G) 

Quantification of Ki67+ bulge HFSCs and (H) HF length 4 days post-depilation. Control 

(i.e., Foxp3Cre/CreJag1wt/wt) or Foxp3Cre/CreJag1fl/fl mice were depilated to induce anagen. 

(I) Representative flow cytometric plots and (J) quantification of Ki67+ bulge HFSCs. (K) 

Fold change in HFSC differentiation genes as measured by qRT-PCR. (L) Representative 

photos and (M) quantification of skin pigmentation. RNA-Seq experiments were conducted 

using 2–4 biological samples (A, D, and E). Data are combined from three independent 

experiments (F–H). One representative experiment of two (I–M). Data are mean ± s.e.m. 

*P<0.05, **P<0.01 ***P<0.001, ****P<0.001, RNA-Seq Differential Expression analysis, 
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Skin Tregs vs. SDLN Tregs (B); Unpaired t-test (C, J, and M) ; One-way ANOVA (G, H, 

and K). See also Figure S6.
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